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THE WEEK IN REVIEW
Jason Bono
Staff Writer
NESTORA SALGADO-GARCIA CONTINUES HER HUNGER STRIKE IN A MEXICAN PRISON-
In what is being called an unjust and inhuman imprisonment by Congressmen Adam Smith and Senator
Patty Murray, Nestora Salgoda remains held in a Mexican detainment center. A citizen from Renton, Wa.,
Salgoda was working in Mexico in August 2013 when arrested for her association with the indigenous .
Working with a small indigenous community in the village of Olinala, she was helping promote indig-
enous justice systems. These local institutions, although legal under Mexican law, suddenly faced criticism
when they found a local official representing the Mexican government committing crimes. Salgoda was
immediately taken by Mexican authorities and denied both legal rights and basic necessities. As ofMay 5
she is refusing to eat for the sixth day as a personal protest toher conditions.
This arrest comes after years of criticisms from both international actors as well as Mexicans over gov-
ernment corruption. Recently, Mexican candidates for local elections have been killed, with many NGOs
pointing to their anti-cartel stances as proof ofpolitical assassinations. On top of outrage from top Wash-
ington politicians, several UN councils have expressed concern over Salgado’s situation, calling for urgent
action by the Mexican Government. Her supporters are worried about her basic health, as she has repeat-
edly been denied access to medical care and Salgado reported that she has been tortured via injections.
Currently her local supporters, Washington state politicians, and international human rights actors are
calling for action by the United States government to force her release.
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US CITED FOR HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS
BY UN—In their second review on human rights
in the United States, the United Nations’ Human
Rights Council continues to condemn actions
taken by the US government. Continuing from
their previous citations from late 2014, the Coun-
cil called to the use of the death penalty, torture,
and the Guantanamo Bay Detention Facility as
signals of human rights abuses. This investiga-
tion is a routine one, as every' member country
must face a peer review in a four year cycle. Yet
most criticism has come from council members
who state that the US is not doing enough to
resolve its violations.
Hie main focus of the citations was police bru-
tality. After events in Ferguson and Baltimore,
international concern has arose over the use of
force against citizens. Nations like China and Tur-
key called out to these abuses as evidence that the
situation has clearly deteriorated. Other members
such as Chad expressed concern over racial vio-
lence, as their delegate stated that the US’s image
has forever been tarnished. Tire US Department
of Justice has responded to the events by launch-
ing numerous investigations, yet has not yet re-
sponded to UN criticism.
BOSTON MARATHON BOMBER
SENTENCED TO DEATH—After 14 hours of
deliberation, a jury found Dzhokhar Tsarnaev
guilty on Friday, May 15. The trial comes close to
a year after the bombings during the Boston Mar-
athon, which killed three and injured over 260.
He was convicted on 30 federal charges includ-
ing use bombing of a place of public use, use of
a weapon of mass destruction, and malicious de-
struction of property resulting in death. 17 of the
30 counts were grounds for the death sentence.
Tsarnaev had repeatedly admitted to his law-
yers and the jury that he was guilty of the crime,
and his defense hoped to show that he was a mi-
nor accomplice with his brother planning most
ofthe bombing.
The jury repeatedly admitted they were con-
flicted with the moral weight of killing a young
man, yet saw the sentence as necessary given the
aggravating circumstances. They asked the judge
for multiple clarifications, and deliberated for a
much longer time than was expected given the
public outcry. Yet for them, they had to keep in
mind the cries from those whose loved ones were
killed by the bombings. Now convicted, he will be
put to death by lethal injection.
BLUES LEGEND BB KING DIES AT AGE
89—Last Thursday guitarist and musician BB
"King passed away. His life and passion inspired
a generation of artists. From Fric Clapton of
Cream to Billy Gibbons of ZZ Top, his unique
guitar style was seen as a beacon for aspiring
young musicians. He was known for giving a gui-
tar to Pope John Paul II and even performing for
George W Bush.
Born in the rural Mississippi Delta, he worked
as a cotton picker until he was taught how to play
the guitar by a preacher. He used the blues as a
tool to connect with the problems of the world,
harnessing his own impoverished birth to find
a bond with all people. BB King was known for
his perseverance, and toured more than the vast
majority of musicians, yet he saw it as upholding
tradition. For his fans as well as his family, this
tradition will not be forgotten. Kings memorial
service will be held this Saturday, and his attorney
has stated that he will be buried in the Mississippi
town ofhis birth.
Jason may be reached at jbono@su-spectator.com
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TRANSFER STUDENTS CHANGE CREDIT POLICY
Katherine Mazeski
VolunteerWriter
This could have been a reality
for Jessica Gandy and Christine
Jensen, both transfer students
graduating in June.
Policy 75-21—as it’s known—the
Honors atGraduation policy, included
language that prevented the students
from being eligible for honors. Due
to the students’ conviction, the policy
has been updated and Gandy and
Jensen will receive theirhonors.
“The most stressful part about it
was that everyone kept saying to us
I’m really hopeful for you, but policy
change takes a long time. I don’tforesee
this happening in time. Everyone told
us it wasn’t possible,” Gandy said.
Gandy and Jensen’s issue stemmed
from the 90-credit minimum of in-
residence courses at Seattle University,
mandated in policy 75-21. They
thought they met the minimum, but
the policy had a caveat that the two
and their advisors were unaware of.
The policy read, “Should a student
elect the pass/fail (P/F) option for any
one course as part of the 90 credit
minimum, eligibility for honors at
graduation will be lost.” But this
clause did not take internships into
consideration. Many internships are
graded CR/F, which means for credit
or fail, and are therefore ineligible
towards the 90-credit requirement
for honors.
Meeting the 90-credit minimum
is not difficult for a student who
attended Seattle U for their entire
graduate degree, according to Jensen.
“If Jess and I had been four-year
students at SU, there is no way that we
would have less than 90 graded credits,
because that would mean we took
over one year in P/F credits, which
obviously is not realistic,” Jensen said.
“I’m taking 20 credits this quarter
when I was going to be taking 12,”
Gandy said.
Despite overloading on classes, 20
credits were almost not enough for
Gandy to graduate with honors.
When she realized the discrepancy,
Gandy contacted the Office of
the Registrar for clarification. She
received a short response, confirming
her ineligibility for honors. The
Registrar would later be instrumental
in the policy change, but that initial
message was frustrating for Gandy.
When speaking about the issue in
IMAGINE irSSENIORYEAR.ALLYOUR
UNDERGRADUATE REQUIREMENTS
HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AND YOU
EXPECT TO RECEIVE HONORS. AS
YOU ARE PICKING UP YOUR HOOD
ANDGOWN,YOU’RE INFORMEDTHAT
YOU WONT BE RECEIVING HONORS
BECAUSE YOU ARE 10 CREDITS SHORT
OF THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENT. AT
THIS POINT IT’S TOO LATE TO MAKE
UP THOSE CREDITS. YOUR GPA WILL
NOT BE REWARDED WITH HONORS...
class, Gandy learned that Jensen had
the same problem. Like Gandy, Jensen
was unaware that her past internship
didn’t meet the requirements because
it was taken as CR/F.
The two filed for exemption from
the policy, but were denied. Associate
Provost Charles Lawrence delivered
the bad news, but then began to work
with the students to possibly get the
policy changed. Lawrence explained
that he contacted the Registrar,
which began the process of proposing
new language for policy 75-21. The
proposal inserts “Credits from CR/F
courses will not count toward the
90 minimum with the following
exceptions: (1) coursework in the
major mandatorily graded CR/F
and/or (2) internships graded CR/F.
Under these exceptions, theminimum
required resident graded credits may
be reduced to 80,” into policy 75-21.
This new language does not affect
non-transfer students.
“Forstudents who transferto SU, this
adjustments allows them to complete
up to 10 credits of internship, with a
grade of CR, and earn Latin honors,”
said Andrew Anderson, an Associate
MAY 20. 2015
Registrar for Operations in the Office
of the Registrar.
After this new language was agreed
on, it went through three layers of
approvals. First the Council of Deans,
where, according to Lawrence, it
passed unanimously. Next, The
Academic Assembly reviewed and
passed the new language. Finally,
it went to the Provost where it
was ultimately approved and
adapted into policy.
Gandy and Jensen had secured
theirhonors.
The two are relieved that they
successfully secured their honors, but
are still frustratedthatthey had to fight
for them. Gandy expressed concern
towards those transfer students
who were negatively affected by this
policy in the past, and wondered
just how many were denied their
honors. Gandy and Jensen found the
support they needed and hope that
other transfer students will as well.
The news editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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SU LAW PUBLISHES MOST EXPANSIVE STUDY YET





The Seattle University Law School recently published a report detailing
Washington State’s laws designed to exclude certain individuals from public
space. The report consisted of four briefs, each detailing a different aspect of
Washingtons legal system and how it affects people experiencing homelessness.
The study is the most extensive of its kind that has ever been published.
The project began when Justin Olson and Scott MacDonald were research
assistants for Law Professor Sara Rankin. Rankin wanted to expand the project,
and developed it into a course. She handpickedsix students, all ofwhom decided
to participate.
The project comprises four individual studies. Each brieffocuses on a different
aspect of the criminalization of homelessness. The bulk of research ultimately
suggests that it would be more prudent and cost effective to invest in resources
to help our homeless community.
The premise of the studies is that
within our legal system are laws that
target homeless people and make them
vulnerable to citations when they do
basic, life-sustaining things like trying
to find a place to sleep. The researchers
suggest that using the criminal justice
system as a means of addressing
homelessness is a misguided and even
negligent approach
“Now [people experiencing
homelessness] have a criminal history
and that criminal history can keep
them from getting jobs,” Rankin
said. “That criminal history can keep
them from getting housing, and that
criminal history—because of all of those things—that criminal history is likely
to keep them out on the street longer, which is likely to result in an additional
violation.”
Below we briefly outline the fourbriefs.
“AT WHAT COST: THE MINIMUM COST OF CRIMINALIZING
HOMELESSNESS IN SEATTLE AND SPOKANE” &
“THE WRONG SIDE OF HISTORY: A COMPARISON OF MODERN AND
HISTORICAL CRIMINALIZATION LAWS”
One ofthe briefs, worked on by Joshua Howard, analyzed the cost-effectiveness
of criminalization of homelessness. Part of his task was to look at alternatives
and assess the comparative cost-effectiveness for those as well. In just Seattle
and Spokane, he found that millions of dollars could be saved with investment
in resources like affordable housing.
Javier Ortiz and Matthew Dick worked on a brief that addressed the issue of
why we have laws that target homeless people. Specifically, they analyzed this
history of laws that have historically targeted specific groups.
Among theinstitutions explored were vagrancylaws, anti-Okie laws, Jim Crow
laws, ugly laws and Sundown Towns, all ofwhich are related in that they sought
to exclude “undesirable” populations out ofpublic space and were subsequently
6 NEWS
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repealed by courts, given that they violated the constitutional rights to equal
protection under the law.
In each of the aforementioned cases, it became lawful to exclude or segregate
some members of the public from the public on the basis that the population
was in some way undesirable.
“The explanation that [exclusion] laws have existed on a continuum iscorrect,”
said Eric Tars, senior attorney at the National Law Center on Homelessness
& Poverty. “We see, in communities across the country, that as one class or
group of people becomes less desirable in a community—whether it’s African
Americans, Asian Americans, disabled Americans or homeless Americans—
that communities try to come up with restrictions on the use of public space to
push those people out of public view, or out of the community altogether.”
Laws like these reflect a societal fear of the other and a desire to deal with that
fear by removing the source of that fear—certain people—from the public eye.
“WASHINGTON’S WAR ON THE VISIBLY POOR: A SURVEY OF
CRIMINALIZING ORDINANCES & THEIR ENFORCEMENT’
Olson and MacDonald’s brief looked at the ordinances themselves. Compiling
data from dozens of jurisdictions, he
was able to analyze what the laws were
that made being homeless a crime,
and what the enforcement records are
for those laws.
people has made the acts illegal.
“By punishing these acts, local authorities are controlling public spaces much
like the localauthorities that enforcedhistorical exclusion laws did” in that they
function to keep undesirable people away from certain spaces.
In Seattle, this desire for control over space has seen the development of
new criminalization ordinances such as “a sit and lie ordinance, a sleeping in
public spaces ordinance, parks exclusion orders, an aggressive panhandling
ordinance, a sidewalk obstruction ordinance, an anti-camping ordinance, a
public urination/defecation ordinance, and a storage of personal property on
public property ordinance.”
While historical exclusion laws used terms like “drunkard,” or “vagrant” to
define the undesirable individuals who were to be excluded, modern laws must
use more tactical modes of exclusion in order to appear more appealing than
their historical counterparts. The creation of a litany of ordinances works to
sidestep the problem of ambiguity associated with historical exclusion laws in
that they allow officers to choose which ordinance to cite in order to achieve a
desired result. The brief states that although the new ordinances may appear
more specific regarding the conduct they prohibit, the variety of tools that now
exist for a city to choose from results in a similar degree of lateral discretion that
was allowed underhistorical exclusion laws.
According to the brief, “Current
anti-homeless ordinances seek to
criminalize the basic human life-
sustaining conduct ofhomeless people
and in turn, limit their accessibility to
public spaces. This conduct, however,
is not in and of itselfcriminal.”
That is, the act of sitting, eating, or
otherwise existing in public spaces
should not be inherently illegal, but
attribution ofthe conduct to homeless
These laws have been helped along by the “Broken Window Theory,” which
essentially states that, in order to decrease the crime rate within a community,
it is necessary to eliminate all evidence of incivility from public view. Thus,
communities need to go about eliminating everything undesirable from the
streets, from broken windows to gang activity.
“The problem [with Broken Window Theory] is that people were looking
at things like homelessness and homeless people as a ‘broken window,”’ Tars,
the senior attorney, said with regard to the way the theory has impacted
homeless populations.
According to Tars, the problem with this application of the theory is in the
negative results it has seen.
“You don’t ‘solve’ homelessness by arresting people—you solve it using outlets
like affordable housing.”
A shift from criminal to civil ordinances has also led the legal world in a
direction that actively criminalizes the life sustaining activities of homeless
people. Given that criminal ordinances require defendants to appear before a
jury before being fined or jailed, while civil ordinances require only a fine be
paid, civil ordinances seem more lenient than their counterparts. According to
the brief:
“While classifying an ordinance as civil rather than criminal may appear
to some as a sign of lenience, the actual effect is a relaxation of due process
for those cited under the civil ordinance. Due to the civil classification of the
citation, the homeless person cited (1) loses the right to legal representation, (2)
loses theright to a jury trial, and (3) is often cited for a later criminal charge due
to the failure to paya fine.”
Thus, it can be noted that this shift fromcriminal to civil ordinances forces the
law to work against homeless populations even more so than it had previously.
“DISCRIMINATION AT THE MARGINS: THE INTERSECTIONALITY OF
HOMELESSNESS & OTHER MARGINALIZED GROUPS”
Kaya Lurie and her co-author worked on a brief that looked into who is
homeless. As determined in Olson and MacDonald’s brief, there are laws that
make it illegal to be homeless and to do many life-sustaining activities. And in
Ortizand Dick’s brief, that message is given some context bylooking at the long-
winded history of similar laws, targeting and criminalizing groups of people.
Lurie’s brief analyzes the demographics ofpeople affected by homelessness.
“I looked at the national and Washington state statistics to show how these
marginalized groups are impacted by homelessness, to compare what the
portion of the population that they represent, compared to the portion of the
homeless population that theyrepresent,” Lurie said.
Lurie focused on six different groups: LGBTQ individuals, racial minorities,
women, people with mental illness, veterans, and individuals who have
been incarcerated.
Essentially what Lurie found was that many of the same groups that had
been targeted by discriminatory laws were the same groups that make up the
most part of the current homeless population, highlighting what seems to be a
continuation of systemic oppression through a different, unaddressed lens.
“Ignoring the diverse identities and causes of homelessness facilitates
dehumanization,” Lurie said.
The research has already gotten widespread attention. Scholars across the










“The research suggests that we all share some complicity in creating the
circumstances in which homelessness and poverty can thrive,” said Rankin.
The researchers hope that their briefs will inspire more conversation, and
hopefully also the repealing or revision of these laws.
Olson says that they have not offered a solution to homelessness, but that they
have identified failedpolicy that has previously been purported as a solution.
According to Olson, the more immediate effect of repealing those laws would
be that poverty would become more visible. Not everyone would like that at
first, but Olson said it’s necessary.
While homelessness and poverty have long been considered social justice
issues, this group of law students has now introduced the crucial legal side of it
into the conversation.
While Lurie said thatpolicy advocacy is important, Olson said that you don’t
have to be a law student to try and figure this out.
“We looked at it through a legal lens because we’re law students,” Olson said.
“I think any student in any specialty could look at it through their own lens.”
The students called their briefs “living documents.” In other words, they are
not final; they are intendedto raise questions and inspire more research.
Lena may be reached at at lbeck@su-spectator.com
Will may be reached at a wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
—Eric Tars,
Senior attorney at the National Law Center on Homelessness & Poverty
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STUDENTS SAY ‘SHELL NO!’ TO OIL DRILL
Jarrod Gallagher
Volunteer Writer
Hundreds of environmental activists
gathered early Saturday morning
in life vests and kayaks to protest
Royal dutch Shell in Seattle’s Elliott
Bay. The group of activists gathered
to voice their disapproval of Shells
plans to resume oil exploration in the
Arctic and keep two of its drilling rigs
stored in Seattle’s port. The activists
demonstrated their concern about
the impact of fossil-fuel consumption
on climate change and to show their
disapproval in the Port of Seattle’s
decision to host the rigs.
The sHell No! Action Council,
a coalition of local and regional
activist organizations and affinity
groups, organized more tha'n 200
kayaks and boats in what has been
dubbed a “flotilla” to fill Elliot Bay
and surround the massive 300 foot
tall drilling machine that was parked
in Terminal 5 of the Port of Seattle,
late Thursday afternoon.
Delaney Piper, a junior and member
of Seattle University’s Sustainable
Student Action (SSA), participated
in the day of action this weekend
as a “kayaktivist” in the flotilla on
Elliot Bay. She spoke to the group’s
motivation to prevent the movement
of the oil rig to the Arctic.
“We are hoping to kick off the latest
escalation in the campaign to save
the arctic with the clear statement
that Seattle residents do not consent
to this project,” Piper said. “We are
against the decision by the Port
Commissioners and we will put our
bodies on the line to halt drilling in the
arctic because it is insane to consider
it amidst overwhelming climate
change science.”
Seattle resident and activist Zarna
Joshi explained that the purpose of the
flotilla was not to prevent the rig from
coming in to Terminal 5, but “letting
them know they are unwelcome.”
He called the protest a “festival of
resistance” aimed at tarnishing the
image of Shell Oil and preventing
operations at the terminal that the
drilling rig is moored. Ames Fowler,
8 NEWS
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The Ragging Grannies, agroup ofwomen who protestfor the environment, shared
the stories of their involvment with Shell No.
a senior and member of Seattle U’s
SSA also took part in the flotilla
and kayak rental registration booth
with sHell No! Action Council,
on Saturday “to hurt the image of
Shell, and cost them money,” and to
“also bring national attention to the
drilling of the arctic.”
Piper spoke of her love of the
environment as the motivation for
her efforts this weekend.
“I am motivated by my love for
Seattle and my hope that we can be
a part of the thin green line being
drawn in the Northwest to keep
fossil fuels in the ground,” she said.
On Saturday, the flotilla made its
way up the Duwamish river to get as
close to the rig as they could without
breaking the 100 feet required buffer
zone of the drilling machine.
“I’m angry that Shell and other
fossil fuel companies continue to
ignore scientific decisions in the
pursuit of money. I also am excited
to be a part of a diverse coalition in
this weekend,” Piper said.
Consisting of paddleboards, sail
boats, kayaks and flags representing
a grim message that is associated
with the drilling in the Arctic,
the flotilla created a wall of color
and sound in Terminal 5 to draw
attention to the injustice.
Armed with little more than
paddles and signs demanding
“CLIMATE JUSTICENOWT groups
like theRaging Grannies took to the
waters to spread the word and have
fun doing it.
“I do this for my children and my
grandchildren, and having a lot of
fun,” said one of the Raging Grannies.
Along with the flotilla protest, sHell
No! also hosted a day of mass direct
action on Monday at the Duwamish
Channel Fishing dock in Seattle. The
group had an entire day ofnonviolent
action to prevent operations at
Terminal 5 and the Shell rig.
Non-seattle residents have a
somewhat different view about
the drilling.
“[Alaskans] are either really pro-
drilling because of the revenue and
because of the Alaska Permanent
Fund(APFC),” said Seattle U
sophomore and Alaska resident Jada
Tuggle. She discussed the differing
views of the community and the
complexity of their opinions in Alaska.
The exploratory drilling by Shell Oil
brings obvious benefits that must be
considered, such as how it effects the
APFC, which sets aside a certain share
of oil revenues to continue benefiting
current and all future generations of
Alaskans. The APFC annual dividend
payouts in 2014 was $1,884, a number
that can be expected to continue
to rise if Shell begins operations
in the Arctic.
“They are either really for it, or
really against the drilling because
of the effects on the environment,”
Tuggle said.
The oil rig is expected to be
moored in Terminal 5 for the next
few months. During this time it is
expected to undergo maintenance and
equipment upgrades before beginning
its mission of exploratory drilling in
the summer. Along with the day of
direct nonviolent action, the sHell
No! Action Council will be hosting
many more events leading up to the
scheduled departure of the drilling
machine, more information can be
found at www.shellno.org. The group
hopes to interrupt the operations
on the machine long enough to
prevent Shell from being able to start
their operations at all because of
weather concerns.
News editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
BOOK STORE CHANGES MEAN LOWER PRICES
Jenna Ramsey
Staff Writer
Whetheryou’re buying textbooks for a
new quarter, adding to your Redhawk
sweatshirt collection or just grabbing
a snack between classes, the Seattle
University Campus Bookstore is the
place to go. This summer, the store will
undergo a transition that will mean
lower prices and a wider selection of
books—but it could also present some
challenging new adjustments for
the staff.
Beginning June 1, the store will
be owned by Follett Corporation, a
company that provides a variety of
educational products—including
textbooks and class supplies—-
to schools, colleges and public
libraries across the country. It’s
one of the biggest players in the
business and serves hundreds of
universities nationwide.
Managers of Seattle U’s bookstore
have been in talks with Follett for a few
months now, and have touredstores at
several other schools with which the
company partners. Manager Marc
Parrish, who has worked full-time at
the Seattle U store for the past five
years, said he is excited about the
changes the merger will bring.
“There are just a lot of benefits to
having a third-party operator,” Parrish
said. “Just because ofthe economies of
scale they have, the buying power and
the technology, working with them- is
going to really improve the ways we
serve the campus.”
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
Renovation ofSeattle University’s Campus Store is planned to take place during winter break.
One of the greatest benefits, Parrish
said, will be a more consistent
availability of textbooks.
“There are going to be a lot of
changes that are very beneficial
to getting course materials at the
lowest prices and within the quickest
timeline,” he said. “The rental program
is really going to grow.”
As of now, when a student requests
a textbook that is out of stock, the
store has to put in a special order
for another copy, which often takes
time to come in. And when all the
used copies of a book are sold out,
some students are forced to buy new
copies for much higher prices. When
Follett is operating the store, other
schools the company is in partnership
with— the closest being Gonzaga
University—will be able to ship their
available books to Seattle U when
needed. On top of that, Follett offers
a large collection of digital books
for sale or rent, and rental prices are
promised to be much lower than
they are now.
Freshman Addie Nelson, who has
worked as a sales associate at the store
since winter quarter, said she doesn’t
see the changes as entirely necessary
but thinks they are for the better.
“I think it’s [hard] because a lot of
things are changing,” Nelson said,
“And it might break up the dynamics
of the staff a bit.”
Some of the benefits student
employees receive now will be
less generous after the transition.
Currently, they have a 50 percent
discount off of everything in the store
but textbooks; this will be reduced to
35 percent in June.
“Obviously it’s a bummer,” Nelson
said. “But I think it’s really nice for
MAY 20. 2015
employees to have that [a discount],
because it encourages us to buy a lot
from the store.”
Though details of a store renovation
have not yet been discussed, Follett
has made a commitment to making
physical improvements in the future.
“I’m excited, and we definitely need
the new stuff,” said Scott Johnson, a
student employee who has worked at
the campus store for almost a year.
“I’m curious to see how things go with
new student employees, because it’s
going to be a corporate management
system,but all of our managers are still
going to have their same positions.”
Beginning fall quarter, Seattle U
students can expect to pay a lot less
when they come into the campus
store. Parrish said he sees the merger
as a great opportunity for the school.
“Working with a third party, you
have to be very careful that that third
party has a mission and a vision that’s
in sync with what the universitywants
to do, and Follett is fully committed to
that,” Parrish said.
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o Your moms house
o Sasquatch
o Orcas Island
o The Dicks parking lot





1. SELF I THE UNIVERSITY VALUES ALL OF ITS STUDENTS AND IS CONCERNED WITH THEIR TOTAL DEVELOPMENT. THEREFORE,
IT IS APPROPRIATE FOR THE UNIVERSITY TO SET EXPECTATIONS FOR PERSONAL INTEGRITY WITH THE AIM OF ENCOURAGING STUDENTS TO
APPRECIATE THEIR OWN TALENTS, TAKE THEMSELVES AND THEIR ACADEMIC PURSUITS SERIOUSLY, AND ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF THEIR LIVES.
THE UNIVERSITY WILL ROUTINELY RESPOND TO A STUDENT ENGAGING IN SELF-DESTRUCTIVE OR DAMAGING BEHAVIORS THAT MIGHT IMPEDE THAT
INDIVIDUAL'S ABILITY TO ENJOY THE PRIVILEGES OF EDUCATION AND TO FULFILL HIS/HER OBLIGATIONS AS AN EDUCATED LEADER. STUDENTS
ENGAGING IN SUCH BEHAVIORS ARE ALSO ENCOURAGED TO SEEK HELP FROM THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY.
2. OTHERS I ONE VALUE OF LEARNING LIES IN UNDERSTANDING WHAT OTHERS BRING TO THE COMMUNITY. MEMBERS OF
THE CAMPUS COMMUNITY MUST ACT OUT OF CARE AND MUTUALRESPECT TO ESTABLISH AN ATMOSPHERE OF TRUST, WITHOUT WHICH THERE IS NO
COMMUNITY. IT IS EXPECTED THAT STUDENTS WILL BE OPEN TO LEARNING, INCLUDING LEARNING ABOUT AND RESPECTING PERSONS AND CULTURES
DIFFERENT FROM THEIR OWN. THEREFORE, SEATTLE UNIVERSITY EXPECTS ITS MEMBERS TO BEHAVE TOWARD ONE ANOTHER WITH SENSITIVITY,
CONSIDERATION, UNDERSTANDING, APPRECIATION AND AN ACTIVE CONCERN FOR THE DIGNITY AND WELFARE OF OTHERS. THIS IS ESPECIALLY
IMPORTANT IN THE RESIDENCE HALLS AND OTHER GROUP LIVING SITUATIONS, WHERE THE SENSE OF COMMUNITY IS ONLY AS STRONG AS THE
MEMBERS MAKE IT.
3. RELATIONSHIPS I STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS WILL BE CHARACTERIZED BY RESPECT, HONESTY, EQUALITY,
OPEN COMMUNICATION AND THE NONVIOLENT RESOLUTION OF CONFLICT. INCONSISTENT WITH THIS PRINCIPLE ARE BEHAVIORS THAT ARE ILLEGAL
AND VIOLATE ANOTHER’S RIGHT TO MOVE ABOUT FREELY AND SECURELY, TO LIVE AND LEARN IN A COMMUNITY WHERE MEMBERS ARE SECURE IN
THEIR PROPERTY AND PERSON, TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES APPROPRIATELY, AND TO ENJOY PRIVACY.
4. COMMUNITY I WHEN STUDENTS CHOOSE TO ATTEND SEATTLE UNIVERSITY, THEY ACCEPT THE RIGHTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES OF MEMBERSHIP IN THE UNIVERSITY LEARNING COMMUNITY. AS COMMUNITY MEMBERS, STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO UPHOLD
ITS VALUES BY MAINTAINING A HIGH STANDARD OF CONDUCT. INCONSISTENT WITH THIS IS BEHAVIOR THAT DETRACTS FROM THE COMMUNITY,
IS IRRESPONSIBLE, AND COMPROMISES THE HEALTH AND SAFETY OF COMMUNITY MEMBERS; IT WILL BE REFERRED TO THE CONDUCT PROCESS.
5. HONESTY I SEATTLE UNIVERSITY’S EDUCATIONAL MISSION REFLECTS A COMMITMENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
WHOLE PERSON. AS A UNIVERSITY, LOVE OF THE TRUTH IS ATTHE CENTER OF OUR ENTERPRISE: THIS IDEAL IS LIVED OUT THROUGH THE VIRTUES OF
TRUTHFULNESS, HONESTY AND PERSONAL HONOR. WHILE AT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY, STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO DEMONSTRATE THE PERSONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF HONESTY AND INTEGRITY IN ALL ASPECTS OF THEIR CAMPUS LIFE, BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM. THESE
QUALITIES, WHICH ARE CONGRUENT WITH OUR COMMUNITY VALUES AND ASPIRATIONS, ARE INTEGRAL PARTS OF DAILY LIFE ON CAMPUS. STUDENTS
SHOULD DEMONSTRATE, SUPPORT AND CELEBRATE THESE QUALITIES THROUGH CHOICES, ACTIONS, EXPERIENCES AND REFLECTIONS.
6. PROPERTY I THE MISSION WE SHARE DEPENDS UPON THE RESPONSIBLE USE OF ALL PROPERTY, INCLUDING
BUILDINGS, GREEN SPACES, TANGIBLE GOODS SUCH AS LIBRARY BOOKS, TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT. RESPECT FOR PROPERTY ALSO INVOLVES
HELPING TO FOSTER A WELL-MAINTAINED ENVIRONMENT: A SENSE OF SECURITY, TRANQUILITY AND ACCOMPLISHMENT. THIS PRINCIPLE REQUIRES
STUDENTS TO RESPECT PERSONAL AND INSTITUTIONAL PROPERTY, INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE SEATTLE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY.
SIGN Ht-
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HIGHLIGHTING CONCERNS ABOUT CONDUCT
Melissa Lin
News Editor
Think back to your orientation at
Seattle University as a first-year or
transfer student. You can probably
easily recall the excitement of
familiarizing yourself with new
people, places, and communities. In
the chaos of welcome, you may have
forgotten signing a document called
the Redhawk Commitment, and it is
likelyyou have violated it at least once.
For some students, refamiliarizing
themselveswith the commitment only
occurs once they have already violated
it.
The Redhawk Commitment is
attached to the Code of Student
Conduct, which contains expectations
for students in regards to topics such
as honesty, property, and community,
as well as details about sanctions and
disciplinaryprocesses.
Dean of Students Darrell Goodwin
wants the code and its processes to
be an educational and restorative
tool for students. He spoke with the
Director of Orientation several years
ago if a session could be added about
integrity formation. Now all students
entering Seattle U are required to sign
the Redhawk Commitment as a sign
of Goodwins desire for transparency
and willingness to talk about policies.
When he came to Seattle U, conduct
was handled within Housing and
Residence Life in what was called the
Office of Judicial Affairs.
“I felt like [judicial] was a term...
that would cause students to feel like
they were in court or there were going
to be punishments, or that there was
some legalistic process that they didn’t
understand,” Goodwin said.
While the current Office of Integrity
Formation does have a legalistic and
punishment dimension, Goodwin
wanted the office to also give students
an opportunity to learn. If students
have violated the Code of Conduct,
he wants students to reflect on their
decisions and learn how to reconcile
their actions with the expectations of
the university.
Sophomore Joe Misenti was in
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violation with the university Code
of Conduct five times and generally
agrees that the Code of Conduct
fulfills its role.
“Ive had a lot of unfortunate
circumstances that have led me to be
written up several different times,”
Misenti said. “A couple of times
the way they were handled were







ALREADY VIOLATED IT "
The most common reasons that
students are written up are for
drug, alcohol, and noise complaint-
related incidents, according to James
Willette, assistant directorof integrity
formation and resident director of the
Douglas apartments.
Misenti’s situation with violating
the code was typical. The first time he
was written up, he was in the presence
of alcohol in a room in Campion,
though he was not drinking himself.
The second time he was written up, he
was visibly intoxicated.
When students repeatedly commit
minor infractions such as these, they
are paired with a Redhawk Mentor
to talk about their side of the story.
The Redhawk Mentors, a group of
10 students connect with the student
in a peer-to-peer program to discuss
and explore the social environment at
Seattle U
“They didn’t call it punishment.
They called it a learning experience,”
Misenti said. “And I loved the way
they approached it thenbecause it was
very understanding and constructive.”
However, as time went on and he
was cited again for two more alcohol-
related incidents—in one of which
he had not been the one drinking
alcohol—Misenti became frustrated.
He was required to go to a rehab
center to talk with someone about
his relationship with alcohol, despite
feeling like he does not drink any
more than anyone else. He said that
he drinks with his mom when they
go out, and it is not a big deal in his
family.
“I definitely felt criminalized,”
Misenti said.
But he thinks that after being cited
so many times, it was reasonable for
the Conduct Review Board to meet
with him.
“I chose to break the rule every
time. So I’m at fault. It was just a lot
of unfortunate incidents,” Miseti said.
“They’re veryclear about [the code.]”
Other students, however, such
as senior and Reignite the Mission
member Josh Sturman, have had less
desirableexperienceswith the Code of
Conduct and do not think the code is
clear. Sturman has had two restraining
orders, been on disciplinaryprobation
twice, and is on deferred suspension.
Goodwin convinced Sturman to
move out of his house off-campus
after a falling out with his roommate,
according to Sturman. While the
university’s policies do apply off
campus, Sturman does not believe
that the Dean of Students should have
that control over students when they
are not on campus. Because of this
incident, Stuman was homeless for
one week.
“He convinced me to move out of
my house and put me on a restraining
order with my roommates,”
Sturman said.
Two people also claimed that
Sturman had been acting threatening
towards them. One of the incidents
occurred while Sturman was placing
pro-union posters in the Pigott
building, and another when Sturman
was delivering a letter to the president
regarding budget transparency,
but was stopped by the president’s
secretary.
“Forthose two incidents, theyput me
on a one year deferredsuspension and
a disciplinary probation indefinitely,”
he said.
Sturman was sent to the highest level
of conduct review, so unlike Misenti,
he did not interact with Redhawk
Mentors, since Redhawk mentors only
deal with minor infractions. Sturman
feels that it is unfairhe was not given
a chance to speak to his character
during the hearings.
“It’s a completely arbitrary system,
where the rules are written so broadly
that anything they want is an offense
and any punishment is okay for that
offense,” Sturman said.
While senior Olivia Engle has
never been cited for Code of
Conduct violation, she worries that
her actions on campus as a student
activist could eventually result in
disciplinaryaction.
“It’s been a concern for activist
students like myself because we worry
that ifwe rustle too many feathers, the
Code of Conduct will be used against
us,” Engle said. “We have caused
disruptions, which is something
that is very addressable under the
Code of Conduct.”
Engle and Sturman disagree with
those who say that the Code of
Conduct is clear.
“It’s a relatively vague document...
it is worded in a way that particular
parts allow for the administration to
have basically free reign to discipline
and punish students even if it’s not
something that bad,” Engle said.
But according to Goodwin, areas
in which the code is less specific
are actually meant to work toward
students’ benefit.
“The Code of Conduct is the spirit
of the law, not the letter of the law,”
Goodwin said.
Goodwin said that making a
broad statement such as ‘harassing
behavior’ is better than being very
specific about what harassment
entails. Having a broad statement
such as ‘harassing behavior’ allows
students the opportunity to say ifthey
are being harassed over Facebook,
in the classroom, in the dorms, or
other areas.
“It might give us the opportunity to
figure out: is the behavior that you’re
engaging in actually harassing?” he
said. “Versus... [saying] so sorry,
the Code of Conduct doesn’t exactly
speak to the fact that you might [be
harassed] on that medium.”
One of the ways that Goodwin and
other students have tried to improve
student experiences at Seattle U,
especially in relation with the Code
of Conduct, is with the Redhawk
Mentors program.
Senior Will Reckase is a Redhawk
mentor this year after experiencing
the conduct systemhimself.
“I can understand that there
is sometimes a feeling of anxiety
when you’re in those [hearings],”
Reckase said.
Pairing up with a Redhawk
mentor is meant to help students
develop relationships on campus,
rather than face a more impersonal
conduct system.
“The goal is to have a more
reformative justice-oriented system...
honestly just sitting down developing
friendships with people, but also
helping them find resources on
campus rather than doling out a
punishment,” Reckase said.
Senior and Student Coordinator
of the Redhawk Mentor Program,
Joshua Bell, helped to spearhead
this organization. He too had been
through the conduct system multiple
times as a freshman and sophomore
for drinking and wanted to work with
Goodwin and Willette to develop
more effective punitive measures on
campus. He remembers going through
the system before and feeling judged.
“Going through it myself, I felt
like it was super unfair,” Bell said.
“Sometimes I felt targeted by
public safety officers based on prior
instances.”
Bell recently won the Saint Peter
Faber Integrity Award, because of his
work in leading the Redhawk Mentor
Program.
“All these mentors are volunteering
their time, doing it because they
want to do it,” Bell said. “It’s very SU-
esque—giving back because there’s a
sense ofpurpose.”
According to Willette, students who
have been paired up with the Redhawk
mentors this year have by and large
not had more violations of the
student conduct.
Goodwin also spoke to this point,
saying that feedback on assessment
surveys reveal that 87-96 percent of
students felt they had the opportunity
to share his or her story and that the
process was fair.
But student leaders and Redhawk
Mentors still see room in the Code of
Conduct for improvement.
Reckase, for instance, sees too many
mixed messages on campus about
certain policies and understands why
students could get confused. He said
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that on one level, students are told
to practice moderation and be safe
with drinking. On the other hand,
they may be punished for having any
small amount. He also sees issues in
the Code of Conduct in regards to
how students are responsible for their
roommates’ actions. He spoke about a
circumstance in which former mentee
completed the program and asked for
Reckase’s advice.
The mentee came home one time
and found his underage roommates
drinking. Not wanting to violate the
Code of Conduct again, the 21-year-
old mentee texted Reckase.
Reckase thought that the best
situation would be for the former
mentee to separate himself from the
situation and go to his room. However,
he still got written up.
“It sets up this weird standard
where...we’re supposed to tell him to
leave his apartment where it’s space...
but he’s being responsible for all his
other roommates,” Reckase said. “I
just don’t know how we could ask
more from students.”
With the discontinuation of the
integrity formationboard starting fall
quarter, Bell hopes to see an expansion
of the Redhawk Mentor Program. He
has been on both sides of the conduct
system, as someone being disciplined
and as a mentor. While he understands
the issues that people may see with
the Code of Conduct, he has a more
nuanced perspective now.
“I have a little more understanding
about what [Resident Assistants] and
[Public Safety] officers deal with,” Bell
said. “I have more empathy for those
who have been in those positions.
Willette and Goodwin are both
open to feedback about the conduct
system and its processes. Goodwin
in particular noted that many of the
positive change that has happened
within the conduct system in recent
years have been spurred in part by
student suggestions.
“There are a lot of rules that people
don’t know until after they’re in
trouble,” Misenti said. “Read the Code
of Conduct that you sign.”
Melissa may be reach at
mlin@su-spectator.com
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QUADSTOCK: ENCHANTING, ENERGIZED, ECLECTIC
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Q&A WITH VISITING ARTIST KRISTIN CAMMERMEYER
Katherine Erickson
Volunteer Writer
Kristin Cammermeyer is the type of
artist who likes to think outside the
box—or rather, outside the limiting
four sides of a canvas.
In fact, the Los Angeles-based art-
ist treats the entire studio as her
canvas, using organic, sustainable
materials on location to make new
site-specific installations. Many of
Cammermeyer’s works incorporate
stop motion animation, a multime-
dia art technique in which the artist
physically manipulates objects in the
installation. The objects are moved
in small increments, a photo is taken
after each movement, and then the
photos are later put together into a
continuous sequence.
Cammermeyer is currently being
featured in a site-specific installation,
stop-motion animation and participa-
tory exhibit at the Hedreen Gallery on
campus through Saturday, June 27.
KATHERINE ERICKSON: What
makes your work unique?
KRISTIN CAMMERMEYER: A lot
of the material is collected from a
scene shop or warehouse that is a part
of the theatre on the Seattle University
campus. Most of the larger materials
are borrowed from there, like plas-
tic plants, pedestals and scraps from
the last show. So that’s something
I’m trying to incorporate into my
practice more and more—borrowing
available things.
KE: Why would you rather reuse ma-
terials than buy new ones?
KC: There are three things: 1) It’s way
more economical, 2) I’m traveling to
spaces, so it would just be very cum-
bersome to haul everything with me
and 3) I’m trying to reduce my waste
footprint. It’s an ephemeral work so
it seems irresponsible to buy a bunch
of new stuff for a short period of time
and then throw it out.
KE: What are some of the major
themes in your artwork?
KC: I would say working with avail-
able materials for sure, and trying to
be a responsible consumer. I’d say the
major theme is material in a perpet-
ual state of motion ... I think of these
[works] as “moving paintings.”
KE: In your current installa-
tion at Hedreen, what themes are
you portraying?
KC: Currently I’m thinking about
artificial nature; working with natu-
ral light versus artificial light, or faux
materials, such as plastic plants. I defi-
nitely think more about light, I used
to live here and I remember light be-
ing such an issue for me during the
winter especially.
KE: Does this piece reflect more of a
Seattle vibe?
KC: In a lot of my work I try to in-
fuse what I’ve discovered bybeing in a
place, but also what I’m bringing with
me. For me, I feel like this is a compos-
ite of where I’ve come from, my jour-
ney up here and then what I’m finding
here. There are definitely patterns and
my usual repertoire of things I always
turn to—for example, pink flagging
tape. That’s kind ofa signature of mine
that embodies a type of repetition that
stands for me.
KE: What inspired you to make a site-
specific installation that is participa-
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ArtistKristin Cammermeyerpreparesher stop-motion piecefor her show at Hedreen Gallery.
tory for the audience?
KC: The site-specific work was this
transition from making a painting in
more of a picture frame; the stretched
canvas was the site at that point. The
transition from the 2D to 3D hap-
pened in grad school, and that trans-
pired outside of Detroit. I was going
to the city a lot to find inspiration, so I
decided to start collecting material to
just paint on.
Initially the idea was I’m going to
transition from using traditional art
materials, which is like oil paint on
stretched linen, and then it turned
into me incorporating materials
which reflected environments I was
looking at...
Then the progression from that was
the work became more dimensional,
so the frame ended up becoming the
studio. The [installation] became the
site, which is an environment versus
just the stretched canvas and oil paint.
Then this just led to working with nu-
ances in the architecture of the sites I
was working with.
When it comes to the topic of hav-
ing public participation, I would use
an example about when I was in New
York for a while. I personally was very
frustrated with how I felt there was
this impenetrable wall to get people
to pay attention to what you’re doing.
And how that was influencing me in
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the studio was really frustrating. I was
very aware of what was popular and
being shown at galleries and I was let-
ting it influence the work I was mak-
ing.
So that was the departure from cre-
ating work without thinking about
whether or not it was marketable or
it could be monetized. There is also
this wall between the public and the
art world, and so I felt frustrated with
that as well. Especially with the reduc-
tion of arts education and public edu-
cation, it really kind of scares me. In
some ways I wanted to try to cross that
bridge a little bit more, and engage
with the public more and try to bring
them into the process—maybe even
try to demystify it.
KE: If you could use one word or sen-
tence to describe yourself as an artist,
what would it be and why?




to show how people are different, I
mean someone could find a plethora
of [ideas] working within a small,
tight zone and I don’t work that way.
I kind of want to spaz out, and go on
tangential type of work—not looking
at something through a microscope.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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OH SNAP, CHECK OUT THE NEW PHOTO EXHIBIT
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
A picture may be worth a thousand words, but
the hard work put into the Seattle University BFA
Photography Exhibition goes beyond telling. The
exhibit, which opens this Thursday, allows se-
nior photography students a space to present their
completed portfolios.
After a yearlong endeavor and a series of consecu-
tive classes, the seniors get to see their dedication
pay offon their projects. The program is designed to
prepare graduating photography students for their
future careers. The exhibit features a wide range of
distinct themes ranging from fear to feminism and
everything in between.
The exhibit will be on display in Vachon Gal-
lery May 21 through June 13. The opening recep-
tion is this Thursday, May 21 from 4:30-7:30 p.m.
Here’s a sneak peek into some of the beautiful and
thought-provoking photos being featured in this
years exhibit.
PHOTOGRAPHER: AMY DEBONIS
Major: BFA in Photography
Photo: Untitled
What Makes This Photo Unique: “Rather than de-
scribing this one photograph in particular, I would
rather describe thebody ofwork briefly. This project
brings together multiple stories and portraits to re-
flect upon current attitudes, beliefs, fears and hopes
surrounding career choices. Within this woven nar-
rative, experiences become intertwined and com-
mon threads of want and desire begin to emerge.”
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PHOTOGRAPHER: CLEMONE SHAHWAN
Major: BFA in Photography
Photo: “Orientalism in Reverse”
What Makes This Photo Unique: “‘Threadless’ en-
compasses various Palestinian issues ranging from
diaspora to self-determination. I wanted to subvert
the notion of the Western gaze in the arts by having
audience participants take on the role of the ‘exotic
other’ as the image of the veiled woman directly
confronts them.”
PHOTOGRAPHER: AKAILA BALLARD
Major: BFA Photography & Business Management
Photo: Part of “$5,525.88”
WhatMakes This Photo Unique: “In this larger im-
age I am trying to communicate that it takes a lot of
money to be a woman, to survive as a woman, to be
taken seriously as a woman, and to loveyourself as a
woman. I am also trying to point out that femininity
is both expected and criticized by society, and that
capitalism in inherently sexist in nature.”
PHOTOGRAPHER: SARAH MCLAUGHLIN
Major: BFA in Photography, Minor in ArtHistory
Photo: Untitled
What Makes This Photo Unique: “[I’m presenting]
a photographic archive dedicated to the exploration
of the emptiness in the spaces that surround [me],
‘Archive of Empty Spaces’ speaks to everyday loss
and loneliness, the relationship between memory
and place, and the search for home.”
PHOTOGRAPHER: SHEILA FISHER
Major: BFA in Photography
Photo: Untitled
What Makes This Photo Unique: “This photo is
unique because it is from a place that is important to
me and the perspective I shot it in provides a [mys-
tery] as to what it is of. It can be a variety of things,
and it’s interesting to see what people think ofwhen
they look at it.”
Vikki may be reached at
vavencenna@su-spectator.com
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SIX SERIOUS SANDWICH SHOPS OF SEATTLE
Siri Smith
Staff Writer
Memorial Day is just around the
corner, and the weather is due to be
sunny (fingers crossed). Don't sim-
ply spend your sunny Monday off
from school inside, procrastinating
on homework (I know you are, its
okay). Spend it outside at parks like
Cal Anderson, Volunteer,Discovery
or Ravenna. And while you’re there,
why not make it a picnic? Here are
just a few local sandwich shops to
explore while you’re out and about
this weekend. Slather on the mayo
(or rather, watch someone else do it)
and soak up the sun all on your day;
off from school.
HOMEGROWN
Homegrown is an organic fast-casu-
al restaurant with shops all over Se-
attle, including Capitol Hill. Sprout-
ing Farm, a U.S. Department of
Agriculture-certified organic farm
in Woodinville, supplies all of the
Homegrown stores—a fact that the
local company proudly boasts. Be-
cause of their commitment to pro-
viding customers to organic, local
food, their menu changes season-
ally, but it always offers
everything from healthy-and-full-
of-vegetables sandwiches to stuff-
your-face-with-meat sandwiches.
A popular vegetarian sandwich
for spring is the hummus and roast-
ed red pepper. They also serve clas-
sics like caprese, BLT and roast beef
sandwiches. And if you’re not tired
of Beecher’s cheese after eating at
the Bistro all year, their ham and
cheese sandwich features the local
cheese company’s flagship cheese.
Grab your sandwich to-go from any
of the many locations that are pop-
ping up. Stay in Seattle and hang out
in Seattle Center or Cal Anderson
Park. Or make the trek out to the
Eastside and hang out in Luther
Burbank Park on Mercer Island or
Marina Park in Kirkland.
BAGUETTE BOX
It ishard to resist Baguette Box. But
maybe that’s just me, because I have
a terrible weakness for anycompany
that uses an animal in their main
logo. (A dog with a baguette in its
mouth, come on! How can you not
want to step inside?) But all animal
logos aside, Baguette Box has got a
pretty stellar menu.
The sandwiches range from lem-
ongrass steak to eggplant and feta
cheese to tofu and avocado. Plus
they offer nine other delectable fla-
vors—and that’s just the hot sand-
wiches. Baguette Box also has cool
sandwiches and paninis. Bonus:
you can even skip the line and
orderonline.
RAIN SHADOW MEATS
It’s practically raining meat at Rain
Shadow Meats, a local animal
butchery in Capitol Hill’s Melrose
Market. Rain Shadow Meats boasts
a long list of sandwiches ofall kinds.
(But all of them have meat. Sorry,
vegetarians.)
Beef and pork are popular in the
sandwiches, but there are a few with
chicken and one “lambwich,” as
they call it. Most sandwiches range
around $12. Pair one of the sand-
wiches or salads with a famous Se-
attle Seltzer Co. celery soda.
BISCUIT BITCH
Writing about Biscuit Bitch is the
only time I can get away with swear-
ing in the school newspaper, but
that’s not the only reason I like it.
They’re easyto get to (with locations
in Queen Anne and Pike Place),
they’re decently priced (score formy
wallet!) and they also have a Nutella,
banana and whipped cream biscuit
(score for my taste buds!), aka the
Nutty Bitch.
If Nutella isn’t your style (I’m
judging you if it isn’t), Biscuit Bitch
has a lot of other bitch—I mean
biscuit—options. The Straight-Up
Bitch, which features the sausage
gravy (or mushroom gravy for vege-
tarians), is the most popular biscuit.
Sjpice things up with the Smokin’
Hot Bitch—no pun intended-
featuring gravy, cheese, a hot link
and jalapenos. Go local with the
Smokin’ Hot “Seattle” Bitch, which




When my boyfriend asked to be
taken to a beach in Seattle, my first
thought was Alki Beach. There are
a string of restaurants lining the
sandy beach, but the best one has
to be Pegasus Pizza. No, pizzas are
not sandwiches—but the primarily-
pizza joint has sandwiches, too. And
a nearly as wide selection of them as
they have pizzas.
The “super sub” features not one,
not two, but three meats: Canadian-
style bacon, salami and pepperoni.
They also have a sausage sub, chick-
en pesto and a meatball sub. But if
meat is not your style, Pegasus also
has a veggie sub with mushrooms,
olives, onions, green peppers and
tomatoes. Nibble or chow down
on your sandwich while looking
out at the great Alki view, and then
go walk down the beach and enjoy
some bonfires.
HONEYHOLE SANDWICHES
On Capitol Hill since 1999, Honey-
Hole features cleverly-named sand-
wiches with meats that are roasted,
smoked and grilled on a daily basis.
The Dude sandwich (or the El
Duderino, if you’re not into the
whole brevity thing) features flank
steak, provolone, onions, tomato
relish, hot mustard and—to tie the
room together—a demi baguette.
If you’re not into meat, Honey-
Hole also offers a vegetarian BLT—-
with an option ofveganaise. Oh, re-
joice! Pair your sandwich with any
soda (HoneyHole has a huge vari-
ety), from San Pelligrino sparkling
water to Dry Soda’s Wild Lime soda.
Siri may be reached at
ssmith@su-specator.com
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CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘MAD MAX: FURY ROAD’
Scott Johnson
Volunteer Writer
There’s a special kind of beauty that
is portrayed in “Mad Max: Fury
Road” —the beauty of insanity. From
its pulse-pounding opening to its
hourlong car chases and its absurd,
desolate wasteland, “Fury Road” grabs
you by the waistband and yanks you
into a post-apocalyptic action movie
that is exceedingly fresh and chaotic
among cookie-cutter blockbusters—
and it hardly ever slows down to let
you catch your breath.
After 15 years in so-called “devel-
opment hell,” George Millers “Fury
Road” is finally upon us. Originally
planned in 1999, the fourth film in
the continuing saga of “The Road
Warrior”—a series depicting the ad-
ventures of a mysterious drifter origi-
nally played by Mel Gibson—faced
years of financial setbacks and trou-
bles in getting this quasi-sequel/re-
boot off the ground. “Fury Road” not
only acknowledges the history of the
titular character, but also brings the
series to an entirely new generation
of moviegoers.
The film follows Max (Tom Hardy)
as he assists Imperator Furiosa (Char-
lize Theron) in attempting to free the
enslaved “Wives” of Immortan Joe.
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Immortan is the ruler of the “Cita-
del”—the capital of the region which
is left nameless—and he does not
take kindly to having his prized pos-
sessions being taken away from him.
So naturally, he sends his entire army
after them.
From the opening moments you
know you’re in for a real show. Con-
sidering that most of the two-hour
movie takes place behind the wheels
of an impressive array ofmotley cars,
you might think that it would get pret-
tyboring —but you’re wrong.
There are moments in “Fury Road”
that are pure cinematic bliss, which
need to be seen to be believed. Miller
is a wizard at providing the twisted
and gorgeous carnage, and perhaps
even more so considering that an es-
timated 80 percent of the film was
actually practical effects and not CGI.
These are action sequences that you
are not likely to forget for a long time.
The only downside comes when the
action subsides just long enough to
tell a story, and after being so used to
fast-paced movement, the static mo-
ments feel a little jarring.
Though this is not entirely a perfor-
mance-driven film, each character is
imbued with a sense that they are liv-
ing and breathing in this crazy world.
Hardy deftly picks up the rough and
quiet demeanor left by his predecessor
while also putting his own spin on the
character. He grunts and nods his way
through scenes, only speaking when it
is absolutely necessary. His wife and
kids, who were taken from him in the
original film, are seen in hallucina-
tions spurred on by his PTSD, giving
him an extra layer of depth.
Charlize Theron, though she is
missing an arm, gives Scarlett Johans-
son’s Black Widow a run for her mon-
ey as mostbutt-kicking heroine of the
year. Her character is the strongest in
the film, and could even be considered
the lead.
She makes up for whatever physi-
cal limitations she may face with pure
determination and care for the girls
she is trying to rescue. This is far dif-
ferent from mostmale-dominated ac-
tion movies these days, which tend to
always show the damsel in distress.
While there are indeed damsels in
this film, a fierce and compassion-
ate woman is saving them—and oc-
casionally Max—from certain death.
The result is a genre-subverting film
that reminds us that heroess come in
all shapes, sizes, and genders—and
that should not be forgotten so easily.
And then there is Nicholas Hoult,
who is hardly recognizable as Nux, the
War Boy hot on the trail ofFuriosa to
impress Immortan Joe. His charac-
ter has the most interesting arc, but I
won’t spoil it for you.
“Mad Max:Fury Road” is a chaotic,
insane adrenaline rush that is already
the best thrill-ride of the summer.
With three more sequels supposedly
on the way, “Fury Road” is an excel-
lent way for you to acquaint yourself
withthe glorious world thatMiller has
crafted over the last 36 years. So hop
on in and buckle up—I doubt you’ll
be asking “Are we there yet?” on this
road trip.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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mance Hall, All Day
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REDHAWKS FLY AT THE WAC OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
Connor Cartmill
Sports Editor
Quick sprints, explosive jumps, deep throws,
and school records characterized the Seattle U
Redhawks’ performance at the WAC Track &
Field Championships this past weekend. The men
finished in 5th place overall with 71.5 points and the
women came in at 6th place with 79, both program
highs since joining the WAC conference. Shaddaye
Melu, Sophie Curatilo, and Elena Smith highlighted
the meet by combining for 4 Conference titles.
Smith took first in Womens 10,000m a full 18
Lila Rice (7) and Sophie Curatilo (3)
Shaddye Melu reaching new heights.
seconds ahead of second place. Melu hit 2.12m
or 6T1.5” in the Men’s high jump to take home
the title pairing with his WAC Indoor High Jump
championship. Melu’s 47.39 400m toppled his
own school record and took WAC gold. Curatilo
won the womens 1500m with a 4:40.81 and took
2nd in the 5,000m with Smith finishing at 4th.
Joe Charbonneau and Madison Davis each ran in
second for the men’s and women’s 800m respectively
justhundredths ofa second from the championship
Connor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
TAYLOR DELAVEGA • THE SPECTATOR
Madison Davis scoring majorpoints in the 800m.
Joe Charbonneau earnedFirst Team All-WAChonors.
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RESERVES MAKE STATEMENT IN SOUNDERS WIN
Chaucer Larson
Staff Writer
VANCOUVER— Forward Chad Barrett
took the most ofhis two opportunities
to propel the Seattle Sounders
past the Vancouver Whitecaps
in a nearly flawless performance
away from home.
The 2-0 win at BC Place gave the
Rave Green their second win in the
season’s Cascadia Cup, following
their win over rival Portland Timbers
three weeks ago.
The Whitecaps had gone into the
game with six clean sheets from the
first 11 games, yet it was the Sounders
who buckled down defensively and
ultimately controlled the tempo
of the match.
Barrett, starting in place of the
injured Obafemi Martins, sawhis first
involvement in the game lead to the
opening goal just five minutes after
kick-off. Clint Dempsey collected
a bouncing ball in the center circle
before lifting his pass into the path
of Barrett’s run. The 30-year-old,
SEATTLE U SOARS INTO CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT
Aj Schofield
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle University Baseball team
swept the Northern Colorado Bears
(NCU), clinching a first round bye
and a number one seed heading into
the WAC tournament.
A strong offensive performance
combined with stellar pitching
propelled theRedhawks past the NCU.
It started Thursday, when Seattle U
(29-25, 19-8 WAC) was able to pull
off the come-from-behind win. After
five innings, the Bears lead Seattle by
a score of 9-7. An offensive outburst
in the top half of the sixth gave the
Redhawks the lead, and they never
looked back.
Colin Pederson drew a leadoff
walk and was able to score thanks
to a double by Landon Cray. Senior
Brian Olson drew a one out walk,
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making his first start in seven games,
split the Vancouver center backs
before coolly tapping the ball around
Whitecaps keeper David Ousted.
The Sounders set up well defensively
away from home, and the midfield
presence of Osvaldo Alonso helped
sure up the space in front of the
back four. Sounders Head Coach
Sigi Schmid was full of praise for
his midfield and their contribution
towards possession.
“We kept the ball better and that’s
where [Gonzalo] Pineda and Ozzy
[Alonso] did really well for us in the
middle of midfield,” Schmid said.
Marco Poppa, who started on the
right for Seattle, began to drift inside
and show his creativity once Seattle
established their hold of the ball.
Dempsey also dropped back to collect
from midfield, which sprung Lamar
Neagle further forward on the left.
The first fifteen minutes saw
Vancouver hold 70percent of
posession, which didn’t last for long.
Knowing they could protect their
lead after scoring early, the Sounders
and Sheldon Stober followed with an
RBI double scoring Cray—advancing
Olson to third.
Brock Carpenter drove Olson in on
a groundout, and GriffenAndreychuk
followed with a single of his own—
scoring Stober. Grant Newton kept
things alive with a single that moved
Andreychuk to third. Andreychuck
would score on a wild pitch before the
five run inning ended.
Seattle added two more runs in the
ninth, and went on to win by a final
score of 14-9.
Friday was a much lower-scoring
game. Seattle led by a score of 4-1
heading into the bottom ofthe seventh
inning. A three-run seventh tied the
game for Northern Colorado (16-30,
12-15 WAC), but a ninth inning run
sealed the deal for the Redhawks.
In the series finale Saturday,
freshman lefty Tarik Skubal picked up
took control of the game and had
the ball for 65percent in the final
30 minutes of the first half.
As the game went on Poppa’s
influence began to grow. More and
more he was able to pick up the ball
with time, as he did on 38 minutes,
again finding the intelligent run of
Barrett. The through ball over the
top sat nicely for the forward whose
presence of mind to know where the
goal is allowed him to half volley
home a left-footed shot.
Schmid knows the importance
of these matches against rivals,
especially on the road.
“It’s early in the
season, but we wanted
to let people know that
were still here, that we
haven’t disappeared,”
he said. “I know Dallas
and Vancouver have
been on the top of the
table pretty much from the
beginning of the season,
right where he left off last weekend.
Skubal allowed just two hits and two
walks, as the Redhawks went on to
win 10-0 in seven innings.
“I have a hard time thinking that
Tarik is not a leading candidate for
WAC Freshman of the Year after that
effort today,” said Seattle U Head
Coach Donnie Harrel.
Complimenting Skubals stellar
performance, the Redhawks offense
exploded for 10 runs last Sunday.
Landon Cray and Dalton Hurd
each went 3-for-4 with two RBI,
and Andreychuk went 3-for-4 with
3 RBI Sunday.
The Seattle U offense as a whole
scored a total of 29 runs on 41 hits
over the course ofthe weekend.
Hurd finishes the regular season
leading the WAC in stolen bases with
20. Hurd only attempted 21 steals on
the season, a .952 average. Teammate
but were going to let people know
that the road still goes through
Seattle whenever possible.”
The Sounders now head into a
three-match homestay that begins
with Sporting Kansas City on May 23.
Chaucer may be reached at
clarson@su-spectator.com
Sheldon Stober finished second with
19 stolen bases.
Senior Skyler Genger finishes
the regular season as the leading
strike-out leader with 113, 35 more
than the next closest player. Skubal
finishes tied for third with 67. Genger
finished fifth in the WAC in ERA with
a 2.92, and Skubal finished eight at
3.26 runs per game.
The Redhawks go into the WAC
tournament as the No. 1 seed and
are riding a four game win streak.
Their first game is scheduled for
Thursday, May 21 at 7 p.m. Their
opponent is TBA.
The editormay be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
TIME OUT SESSIONS WITH SHANE HAWORTH
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
Shane Haworth began playing soccer when he was
six years old and made the decision to try being a
goalkeeper in middle school. Haworth played for
a local club team in Puyallup, Washington and
attended a few tournaments where he was recruited
by Seattle University.
“ [The Northwest] is my home and I don’tthink I’ll
ever leave,” Haworth said. “It just felt right. When
I got here, I realized that it was the best decision I
could have made.”
Haworth didn’t play a lot at first as he redshirted
his freshman year and came off the bench the next
two years. This season, Haworth was the starting
goalkeeper for the Redhawks and played the entirety
of their 19 games while getting 99 saves. One year
after reaching the NCAA soccer tournament, the
team came incredibly close to earning another
WAC championship. In the WAC tournament
semi-finals, the team lost in penalty kicks to
Cal State Bakersfield.
“Next season the goal is obviously to win the
WAC,” Haworth said. “I think for us that is a very
reachable goal and if we keep our mentality of
MARINERS HOLD EVEN WITH BOSTON
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
The Mariners’ roller coaster start
to the season hasn’t been up to par.
Several analysts expected them to be a
dominant force in the AL West. But of
course, there are still plenty of games
left to play.
Last week, the Mariners tied a two-
game series with the San Diego Padres
and then split a four-game weekend
series with the Boston Red Sox. In
Thursday’s matchup with Boston,
Roenis Elias pitched a great game only
surrendering one run but Fernando
Rodney gave up a run in the ninth
to take the loss on a night the team
struggled to put runs up on the board.
Friday was college night and the
studious were out in force cheering
in their special Mariners fedoras as
Nelson Cruz hit a walk-off single
to take a 2-1 victory. Cruz has been
exactly what the Mariners were
looking for when they signed him
as he currently leads the league in
home runs. J.A. Happ also pitched a
fantastic game providing some added
consistencybehind King Felix.
Speaking of Hernandez, he
unfortunately took his first loss ofthe
season on Saturday night after giving
up four runs in six innings. Prior to
that game, King was 6-0 on the season
and the Mariners had won in all seven
of his starts.
On Sunday the Mariners took care
of business with a 5-0 shutout. James
Paxton silenced the Beantown lineup
getting better every day, all of that should come.”
Next year will be Haworth’s final season and he
will be graduating with a double degree in Spanish
and Strategic Communications. He recently-studied
abroad in Mexico and will have an internship with
an events company this summer. Haworth would
like to have a career in concert production but isn’t
giving up on soccer yet.
“Soccer is definitely one of my passions and it
will always be a part of my life,” Haworth said.
“I plan on keeping it in my life as either a player,
coach or any capacity’’
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
FAVORITE PUMP UP MUSIC:
Waka Flocka Flame
FAVORITE MOVIE:
Lord of the Rings
FAVORITE ATHLETE:
DetlefSchrempf, Seattle SuperSonics
through eight innings, earning his
second win. Brad Miller punctured a
moon crater with his third homer in
two games.
The Mariners bats have vastly
improved from last year considering
the amount of shell shockers in
the lineup but they still have been
inconsistent in terms of actual on
the board. The pitchers haven’t been
quite there either as opposed to last
season which has been quite costly.
Especially the bullpen which led the
league in ERA just a year ago. Over
PHOTO COURTESY OF LÂM HUA
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the past few games, the staff looks to
be getting back on track. Perhaps this
team will still be able to meet the high
expectations that were set for them at
the beginning of the year.
“We haven’t played well to this
point, but when we lose, it seems
like the world is coming to an end,”
said Mariners General Manager
Lloyd McClendon in a post-game
interview. “BuJ the fact is we were 6-3
on this homestand. That is a pretty
good homestand and it’s certainly
something to build on. Hopefully we
will take that momentum on the road
with us.”
This weekend, the Mariners will
take on the Toronto Blue Jays in a
three-game series as part of a nine-
game road trip.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
PHOTO COURTESY OF JOHN ARONSON
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OPINION
OPEN LETTER TO SHELL NO
HATERS
Yes, I saw the sHell No meme while scrolling through Facebook.
For those who need a little catching up, there is a meme floating around the
world wide web poking fun at the ‘kayaktivists’who rowed out into Elliot Bay to
protest Shell’s Arctic drilling.
It read: “Irony is watching Seattle enviros protest oil... in kayaks made from
petroleum.” The particular one I saw was reposted from the Facebook page of
a conservative environmental group called the Committee For A Constructive
Tomorrow. They added the comment: “They came in automobiles fueled by oil,
wearing clothing made from oil, to protest oil, in kayaks made from oil. Then
they tweeted their photos on phones made from all oil and drove home. Share
the irony.”
Whoa. Ok. Let’s back it up because,well, duh. Realize it just cannot be helped
in this oil-based economy and that this structural injustice makes it nearly
impossible to forego all usage or boycott everything oil is linked to.
Also, petroleum is not necessarily bad; rather, it’s where we pull petroleum
from. Petroleum can be pulled frombetter and safer resources. And the way Shell
is doing it would wreck the environment. The nearest town the drilling will take
place is not equipped with proper infrastructure to handle a possible oil spill,
and spills would disrupt marine life and food webs.
Taking a step in the right direction doesn’t mean overnight perfection. So
yeah, the kayaks may be made from petroleum, but it doesn’t mean we are okay
with this continued structural injustice. So instead of criticizing the petroleum-
madekayaks, can we talk about taking a stand against unjust means of attaining
that resource?
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Melissa Lin, MaggieMolloy, Connor Cartmill, Collin Overbay, Nicole Schlaeppi, andAlyssa Brandt.Signed commentaries reflect the opinions
oftheauthors and not necessarilythose o/The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily theviews ofSeattle University.
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—Bianca Sewake, Online Content Editor & Managing Editor
WHAT ARE YOUR OPINIONS ON THE CONDUCT SYSTEM?
“They’re good, but I personally don’t think




The entire Spectator staffwould like to extend our profound congratulations and
gratitude to the following students and organizations, all of whom have gone
above and beyond to embody the mission and values of Seattle University and
make our school a better place. This year’s award winners are:
The Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen The Mission Award for Faith
Award Maya Lall
Ames Fowler
Daniel J. Hsieh The Mission Award for Justice
Delaney Piper
Distinguished Graduates Yessenia Medrano-Vossler
Robin Curry
G.G. Flint The Mission Award for Leadership
Lauren Pusich Soda Fall
Nguyen Tran
Saint Peter Faber Integrity Award
The Mission Award for Care Josh Bell
Olivia Parker
The Spirit of Seattle U
The Mission Award for Academic Ashley Castaneda
Excellence NickChock
Germe Anthony Ambion Jonah Imee Talavera
The Mission Award for Diversity Outstanding Organization
Meredith Guido Triangle Club
“I heard they are very strict, but I never felt
like they were.”
Narumi, Seta, Junior
“It’s my least favorite part of the school,









Emily is not a licensed guidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Q® This schoolpreaches diversity and• socialjustice. Why won’t they divestfrom harmful fossil
fuel companies? It is hard to accept thefact that all of
my money that I am paying to educate my wholeperson is
only deepening the pockets ofsome very wealthy tycoons.
Do you think there is any way out?
Am Interestingly, this isn’t the first question I’ve gotten
• about why we won’t divest. First, everything you spend
money on basically goes into the pockets of very wealthy
tycoons. All the capital the school has sitting around is invested in
an endowment. Endowments are usually conservatively invested.
Maybe universities are slow to divest because the endowments
probably go through a broker, and so it could certainly be at least
moderately expensive to change what you’re invested in, especially
if it’s just a few companies. Also, investing in fossil fuels companies
is ridiculously cheap right now because of fracking, low gas prices,
etc., and so it’s a bad time to sell. If SU had divested in 2013, they’d
maybe be sitting pretty/prettier right now (they would have made
more from selling the stocks). So I guess the moral of that story is to
make the right decision earlier, and then you’d be ethical and rich.
Basically, there’s potentially a financial argument on why they’re not
divesting, but morally, I guess it comes down to prioritizing money
over ethics. SU’s endowment is $210.6 million, which is pretty
high, considering they were striving toward 170 in 2011. Therefore,
they’re probably not investing a lot into these companies because
the endowment would probably be lower if they were. Not that that
matters, I know it’s the principle, too. Anyway, ifyou feel passionate
about this, connect with SSA and join forces.
Q® I recently got braces. Is having braces always unattract-• ive? I remember when I was young and Ginger, from "As
Told By Ginger ’’ on Nickelodeon, had braces and everyone
.
wanted them. Do youforesee this happening again?
• Look into Invisalign. And go home, you’re belligerent.
Emily
To submit an anonymous question, visit guidance-counselor.tumblr.com.
by Emily August
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